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Fermat's Last Theorem:
From Fermat to Wiles*
CARLOS JULIO MORENO
City University of New York
"Es un secreto del oficio que no obedece a las leyes de
la inteligencia sino ala rnagia de los .instintos, como
sabe la cocinera cuando est.a la sopa."
Gabriel Garda Marquez
1. Introd uetion
The solution to Fermat's Last Theorem was announced by Wiles (Cam-
bridge, June 23, 1993)t as a consequence of his proof of the Shimura- Taniyama-
Weil conjecture for semi-stable elliptic curves. Even though Wiles stands as
the principal architect of the proof, his methods are built on the ideas of many
mathematicians. It is the purpose of this paper to survey some of the principal
developments leading up to the final solution.
Even though the course we have charted in this article touches repeatedly on
the work of Wiles, it is hoped that the reader will find a demonstration of the
continuous influence that Fermat's Last Theorem has had on number theory
and of the significant contributions of many other mathematicians among whom
we must count Kummer, Herbrand, and Iwasawa.
This article is divided into three parts. Part I deals with a brief description
of the path leading from Fermat's original formulation to Wiles' final solution.
Part II describes in greater detail the themes that have directly and indirectly
• This expository paper originated from the manuscript of the author's upcoming book
Fermat's Last Theorem: From Fermat to Wiles, and has been specially adapted from it by
invitation of the Managing Editor.
I See the appendix to this paper for a timetable of announcements.
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contributed to the solution. Lastly, Part III will attempt to give a technical
outline of the proof in as elementary a way as that is possible.
Part I: The Transition
2. From Fermat to Wiles
Fermat made many observations on arithmetic which he wrote down on his
copy of Bachet's edition of the 'Arithmetic of Diophantus'. Among these the
most notorious one is his claim that he had found a marvelous proof of the
fact that it is impossible to separate a cube into two cubes, or a fourth power
into two fourth powers, or in general, any power higher than the second into
two like powers .... Since then, many mathematicians have tried to verify his
claim. Fermat himself must be credited with the discovery of two of the most
fundamental principles that have come to play an important role in any dis-
cussion of the problem, e.g. the controlling effect that unique factorization has
on diophantine questions and the method of infinite descent.
After Fermat, Euler was the first mathematician to make new contributions
to the problem, particularly in the case of third powers. In this case the equa-
tion can be written in the form
x3 = z3 _ y3 = (z _ y)(z2 + xy + y2)
= (z - y)(z - py)(z _ p2y),
where p is a root of the equation p2 + P + 1 = O. Euler presented during his
lifetime two apparently different approaches to the problem. First in 1760 he
mentions a proof which is based on the first equation above, namely on the the-
ory of the quadratic form x2 + xy + y2 = X2 + 3y2, X = x + y/2, Y = y/2.
Secondly in 1770 he uses the second equation above which leads to the field
Q( H). The first approach was undoubtedly the one Fermat had envisaged.
Inretrospect we see that both of Euler's ideas lead to the properties of factor-
ization in the ring
d:(p] := {a + bp : a, b integers} .
This is perhaps Euler's most lasting contribution to the solution of the problem.
The idea that factorization in domains which are extensions of the ordinary
integers must play a role in the analysis of the arithmetic properties of possible
solutions to the equation. All mathematicians that have worked on the problem
have had to contend with the properties of unique factorization, or the lack of
it, as it applies to the ring of integers d:[(p] (the first instance of this failure
occurs, as Kummer discovered, when p = 23).
Gauss, who was the first to write down a fairly complete discussion of Eu-
ler's case n = 3, is reported to have said that he did not want to work on
Fermat's problem because of its difficulty. Neglecting the possibility that there
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may have been other reasons, it is interesting to note that Gauss was the first
mathematician to develop a general theory of cyclotomic numbers, which are
complex numbers needed for the regular division of the circle (p corresponds
to trisection). This was done in the seventh chapter of his 'Disquicitiones-
A rithmeticae'. That theory is considered today the foundation of the mathe-
matical edifice on which the whole study of Fermat's equation is based. It is
also worth mentioning that Gauss promoted very enthusiastically the number
theoretic work of Sophie Germain, most of which dealt with particular criteria
to decide the solvability of the equation in certain cases.
Subsequent to the work of Gauss, early in the nineteenth century, other im-
portant mathematicians toyed around with the theme of unique factorization,
and went beyond Euler to deal successfully with cases n = 5,7,13. The first
significant breakthrough came in the late 1840's when apparently Dirichlet and
Kummer thought they had found a proof for the general problem. They soon
realized their failure by noticing that unique factorization does not hold in gen-
eral. It was then left to Kummer to turn a failure into success by creating the
theory of ideal numbers to deal with the lack of unique factorization.
By the end of the Nineteenth century, many cases of the problem had been
solved. In 1893 the German mathematical society had commissioned Hilbert
to write a 'Report on Number Theory'. It was on this occasion that Hilbert
presented the synthesis of algebraic number theory that lead him to the for-
mulation of general principles for the study of abelian extensions of number
fields. In the final §36 of the Report, Hilbert presents his proof that Fermat's
Last Theorem holds true in any regular cyclotomic field, thus extending earlier
work of Kummer. Very little is said in the Report concerning the irregular
case, although the French translation did appended a lengthy discussion of
Kummer's 1857 Memoir. Hilbert's Report was a turning point in the efforts to
solve Fermat's problem and quickly lead to new and exciting progress, e.g. the
sensational result of Wieferich (Crelle, 1909) to the effect that if xP + yP = zP
has a solution in the first case (gcd( xyz, p) = 1), then
2P-1 - 1
--- == 0 (mod p).
p
The first twenty years of the twentieth century saw the glorious development
of class field theory, culminating in the work of Takagi which in turn paved the
way to Artin's formulation. The Dickson-type report prepared by Wahlin and
Vandiver (1927), and the class field theory report of Hasse (1928) recapitulated
the advances in number theory which had resulted from work related to Fer-
mat's Last Theorem. Herbrand published his results on cyclotomic extensions
in 1932 and this was followed by his own report on 'Le deiielop prneti! moderne
de la theorie des corps alqebriques '; both published posthumously with the ed-
itorial assistance of Chevalley. The latter very clearly showed the benefits of
dealing with Fermat's Last Theorem with the assistance of class field theory
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(see [5], Chap. III, § V). With the hindsight of the recent work, we can now
see the pivotal importance that Herbrand's work had on the problem of the
construction of unramified extensions of irregular cyclotomic fields. The full
significance of Herbrand's work emerged only through the fundamental work
of Iwasawa and his school. The rest is recent history and deals with one of
the central problems of number theory, namely the nature of the solutions of
diophantine equations of degree three and the intimate connection of this topic
with the theory of modular forms.
The modern history of Fermat's Last Theorem begins with the work of
Taniyama, Shimura and Weil which suggested that the Hasse- Weil zeta func-
tion of an elliptic curve defined over the rationals is an automorphic L-function,
that is to say, the elliptic curve can be reconstructed from knowledge of the
coefficients in the Dirichlet series associated to its L-function. The final so-
lution of Fermat's Last Theorem by Wiles incorporates the results of many
people, as well as ideas of his own. It is a vindication of the importance of the
work of all the mathematicians that have labored to complete Grothendiecks'
reformulation of algebraic geometry as well as Langlands' Program. On the
purely arithmetic side one must also realize that certain objects have emerged
that playas important a role as that which the class group played in the past,
namely the notion of Selmer group. The old theme of the Dirichlet class num-
ber formulas has revealed its Protean face and now pervades all the deeper
levels of number theory.
We do not wish to enter here more deeply into the history of the many
attempts/to solve the problem; this will be done in part in other chapters. We
do want to invite any prospective student of Fermat's equation to consult the
work of Mahony [1], where an interesting description of the mathematical work
of Fermat is given. The relevant chapter which discusses the number theory
work is entitled "Between Traditions". We must also add that the reader
should consult Andre Weil's review of Mahony's book [2]; this is a critical and
caustic review which is guaranteed to shake one's confidence in the art of the
mathematical historian, unless of course one consults Weil's own attempt to
come to terms with Fermat as he does brilliantly in his 'Number Theory: An
approach through history'.
An item of gossip which is worth mentioning is Halmos' note next to Gerd
Falting's picture (#579) in his Photographic Memory book [3] where it is re-
marked that an important consequence of Falting's work on the Mordell Con-
jecture is the fact that for a given n, Fermat's equation can have at most a finite
number of solutions. Heath-Brown showed in ([31]) that this implies that the
number of exponents n for which Fermat's Last Theorem is true is of density 1;
this in the jargon of probability theory ascertains that Fermat's Last Theorem
is almost certainly true.
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Part II: The Work of Wiles
The purpose of this section is to survey those areas of number theory in which
the work of A. Wiles has had an impact. Some of the ideas that we will review
have their origen in the work of Kummer and our presentation is intended to
exhibit their place in the continuous development of modern number theory.
In order of appearance these are
(i) The Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture.
(ii) The Herbrand-Ribet Theorem.
3. The Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture
An important insight into the nature of the rational solutions of elliptic curves
was obtained by Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer after extensive calculations which
were supposed to clarify the validity of the local to global principle for algebraic
curves of degree 3. Siegel's work, which dealt exclusively with quadratic forms,
had successfully extended the well known class number formulas of Dirichlet so
that the local to global principle, as developed earlier by Minkowski and Hasse,
became equivalent to the evaluation of a certain L-value, a quantity which sub-
sequently gave rise to the notion of Tamagawa measure. In analogy with these
results, Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer proposed a formula which was supposed to
relate local information about an elliptic curve at all primes with the arithmetic
properties of the curve which are present in such arithmetic objects as the set
of all rational points. As a first approximation, their conjecture suggested that
the existence ofrational points on a cubic curve could be detected by knowledge
of the over all local behavior of the curve with respect to all the primes. The
proposed formula was to have a structure similar to that of the residue of the
Dedekind zeta function of a number field at s = 1. In particular, there would
be a regulator associated with the rational points of infinite order, there would
be a number in the denominator indicating the size of the torsion present and
above all, a number which like the class number would serve to measure the
extent to which locally trivial classes fail to be globally trivial. Before stating
the conjecture precisely, we must introduce several definitions first.
3.1 The Hasse- Weil Zeta Function. We consider an elliptic curve defined
over the field of rational numbers by a Weierstrass minimal model
We suppose that the conductor of E is N. Recall that the latter contains
information about the algebraic structure of the reduction modulo p of E for
all primes p. In particular, if the prime p divides N and the reduced curve
E: y2 + alxy + a3Y == x3 + a2x2 + a4x + a6 (mod p)
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has as a singularity an ordinary double point, then we can associate to E and
P a number
aE(p) = ±1,
depending on whether the slopes of the tangent lines are defined over IFp or
over a quadratic extension. If the singularity is not ordinary, then we define
aE(p) = O.
When the prime P does not divide the conductor N, in which case the reduced
curve E has no singularities, we put
aE(p) = P + 1 - Card E(IFp) ,
where the count of the number of IFp-rational points on E includes the point
at infinity.
Definition. With notations as above, the Hasse- Weil zeta function of the
elliptic curve E is defined by the Euler product
L(8, E) := (271")-5f(8) II 1() II ()1_ 1 2 '1- aE q c: 1- aE P P 5 + P - 5
qlN pfN
where 8 is a complex variable with real part> 3/2.
From the point of view of analytic number theory, it is important to know
if the L-function defined above, which can also be expressed formally as a
Dirichlet series
L(8, E) = (271")-5f(8) ~ adn),
L..J n5
n=l
has a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex s-plane. If this is true,
then it makes sense to consider its value at 8 = 1. This is what the Birch
and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture attempts to clarify. Before we explain this
connection we give two examples, which are fairly typical.
Example 1. We consider the curve of conductor N = 11 defined by the
equation
E : y2 _ Y = x3 _ x2 .
A theorem of Eichler and Shimura (see [42], [50]), which generalizes a congru-
ence formula of Kronecker implies that the coefficients aE(n) which appear in
the Dirichlet series representing the L-function L(8, E) are identical with those
obtained by formally expanding the product
00 00
q II(1 - qn)2(1 - qlln)2 = L aE(n).
n=l n=l
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It is easy to see in this case a hint of how the local to global principle works.
In fact the last product provides a tool to prove that for all primes P we have
aE(p) == P + 1 (mod 5),
while it is equally easy to verify that the elliptic curve E has a rational point
of order 5, namely P = (0,0). In the following we shall consider q as a local
uniformizing parameter at infinity for the Riemann sphere and put
q := e2rriz,
where the variable z is supposed to take complex values with positive imaginary
part. For notational convenience we we write
00
h(z) := L aE(n)qn.
n=l
Example 2. We consider the curve of conductor N
equation
27 defined by the
E : y2 - Y = x3 - 7,
which is isogenous to the Fermat cubic x3 + y3 + z3 = O. Gauss' Last Entry in
his Diary essentially determines the coefficients aE(p), namely
if P == -1 (mod 3)
if p == 1 (mod 3),
where tp is the unique number which appears in the representation 4p = t; +
27B2 for some integer B, and with tp normalized so that it is == -1 (mod 3).
A theorem of Heeke, generalized by Shimura also establishes that in this case
the coefficients in the Dirichlet series representing the L-function L( s, E) can
also be obtained by formally expanding the product
00 00
q IT (1- q3n)2(1_ q9n)2 = Lae(n)qn.
n ee I rr cr l
Essential to the demonstration in this case are the properties of the correspond-
ing q-series
00
fe(z) := L aE(n)qn
n=l
when considered as a function of the variable z.
In both examples given above, the function fE(Z) has a very special property,
namely it is a cusp form of weight 2 and Neben-typus (in the sense of Heeke)
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of level N. More precisely this means that as a function of the variable Z in
the upper half plane, it satisfies the functional relation
(az+b) 2[e cz + d = (CZ + d) fs(z),
for all matrices (; :) with integer entries, determinant 1 and with c == 0
(mod N). We denote the totality of such matrices by fo(N). The sugges-
tion that these two examples are not isolated cases is the content of the very
important
Shimura-Taniyama- Wei! Conjecture. If E is an elliptic curve defined by
a minimal Weierstrass model over the rational field with conductor N, then
its L-function L(s, E) = (211")-Sf(s) L::=1 aE(n)qn is automorphic of level N,
i.e., the associated function
00
fs(z) = L aE(n)qn
n=l
is a cusp form of weight 2 on the modular group fo(N).
Remark. The first example given above corresponds to an elliptic curve of
smallest possible conductor. It also turns out that the corresponding function
fE(Z) is the unique cusp form of level N = 11 and weight 2, that is to say, the
dimension of the space of cusp forms of weight 2 for the modular group fo(l1)
is one. The fact that this latter property implies those stated above about the
L-functio;l L(s, E) results from the Eichler-Shimura congruence relation which •
ascertains that the Frobenius endomorphism in characteristic p has a canonical
lifting to characteristic zero whose representation on the space of cusp forms of
weight two coincides with the so called Heeke operator Tp. Exactly the same
argument works for all those fo(N) for which the space of cusp forms of weight
2 is of dimension 1. This procedure produces only a finite number of elliptic
curves whose L-functions are automorphic. The second example corresponds
to an elliptic curve that has complex multiplication by the ring of Eisenstein
integers :l[p], p2 + P + 1 = O. (See below for the definition.) In this case a
theorem of Deuring shows that the L-function L( s, E) is one of those considered
by Heeke with Grossencharacter and therefore has meromorphic continuation.
Shimura also proved in this case that if the elliptic curve E is defined over Q
and has complex multiplication by an order in an imaginary quadratic field,
then its L-function is automorphic (see Shimura [51]). His idea is to start
with the L-function of the elliptic curve with complex multiplications, which is
this case happen to be a Heeke L-function with Grossen-character, and show
by a slight modification of the Heeke- Weil Converse theorem (see [69]) that
the corresponding function fE(Z) is in fact a cusp form whose period lattice
generates an elliptic curve which happens to be isogenous to the original elliptic
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curve. Even though Shimura's argument was more general, the special case
needed for the elliptic curves defined over Q required that the field of the
complex multiplications be of class number 1, a fact that greatly limited the
supply of elliptic curves whose L-functions were fully well known.
To state the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture we make several defini-
tions concerning an elliptic curve. If E denotes the reduction modulo p of a
Neron minimal model for the elliptic curve E we put
Eo(Qp) := {P E E(Q) I P E Ens (JFp)}
E1(Qp) := {P E E(Qp) I P = O}.
Here Ens denotes the non-singular part of E, which is itself an algebraic group.
An appropriate p-adic analogue of the Weierstrass p-function shows that the
index of the second group with respect to the first is finite. This allows us to
define for each prime p the integer
This number is none other than the number of components of multiplicity 1
rational over JFp on the special fiber of Neron's minimal model for E at p, and




2y + alx + a3
associated to a global minimal model for E, we put
n:= ( Iw I·
JE(~)
This number is either the positive real period of w or twice that number de-
pending on whether E(IR) has one or two connected components. If P = (x, y)
is a point on the elliptic curve E, Neron has constructed a canonical height de-
noted by h(P), which differs from the naive height ho(P) :=logMax(lml, In!),
where x = min, by at most a bounded function on E. With this canonical
height h one associates a biadditive pairing on E(Q) x E(Q) given by
(P, Q) := ~(H(P + Q) - h(P) - h(Q».
Let
ill:= ker(H1(Q,E) ----+ (fJpH1(Qp,E»
be the group of classes of principal homogeneous spaces over E defined over
the rational field which become trivial over every completion Qp. It is expected
that this is a finite group. We are now ready to state the
Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture: With notations and definitions
as above we have:
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(a) The order of the zero of L(s,E) at s = 1 is equal to the rank g of the
Mordell- Weil group E(Q).
(b) Let P1, P2, ... ,Pg be g linearly independent points on E(Q) and let
B = 2::;=1 -gp; be the subgroup of E(Q) which they generate. Then
I· L(s,E) (")[] det(P;,Pj) IIim = Hill C.-1 (s - l)g (E(Q); B)2 piN p,
where [ill] is the order of the Tate-Shafarevitch group of E over Q,
where n is the real period of E and cp is the number of components
in the reduction of the Neron minimal model modulo p, and ( ) is
the height pairing.
Elliptic Curves with Complex Multiplications. In this section we shall
briefly review that part of the theory of elliptic curves with complex multipli-
cations which is needed for a description of the work of Coates and Wiles on
the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture.
Throughout this section we assume that I< is a complex quadratic number
field and let 0 = OK be its ring of integers. We think of I< as equipped with a
fixed embedding I< <-> C. Let F be an integral ideal in I< :f O. Let I«F) be
the ray class field modulo F. Recall that this is the unique abelian extension
of I< characterized by the property that the prime ideals p in I< which do not
divide F and which split completely in I«F) are precisely those which are
principal, p = (a), with a generator a which satisfies a == 1 (mod F). We fix
an elliptic curve E, defined over I<, with complex multiplication by O. We fix
a minimal model
E: y2 + a1XY + a3Y = x3 + a2x2 + a4x + a6,
for E defined over OK and let Ll(E) be its discriminant. We recall that the
above properties can be interpreted as saying that the ring of endomorphisms
of'E is isomorphic to OK, and that there exists a complex number n which
generates the period lattice of the above model, i. e. we have an analytic iso-
morphism
(3 : Cj L ----> E(C),
where L = n· 0, and
furthermore, the endomorphism corresponding to an element a E OK is given
by (3(z) 1-+ (3(az). The minimality of the model guarantees that Ll is the
"smallest" possible discriminant of an equation defining E with the property
that E has good reduction at all prime divisors not dividing Ll.
Deuring's theorem concerning the L-function of an elliptic curve with com-
plex multiplications can be described in the present situation as follows. If p
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is a prime of good reduction for E, and if p splits in I<, in which case E has
good ordinary reduction, then the zeta function of E over the finite field JFp is
given by
(1 - T) (1 - pT) ,
where Pp(T) = (1- apT)(I- O:p) is a polynomial with integral coefficients and
complex conjugate roots such that apO:p = p. The roots a and 0: are in OK and
generate the prime ideals in I< deviding p: p = (a), p = (0:), pp = pO.
We define t/;(p) = ap and t/;(p) = O:p. If p is a prime of good reduction for E
which remains prime in I<, in which case we know that E has supersingular
reduction, then the numerator of the zeta function has the form Pp(T) =
1 + pT2 and define t/;(p) = -p for p = pO. We also know that because E has
complex multiplications in J{, the reduction of E at a prime which divides the
discriminant is of additive type and this implies that the numerator of its zeta
function is Pp(T) = 1. For such primes we put t/;(p) = 0 for any prime ideal p
dividing such a p. By multiplicativity we extend the definition of t/;(I) to all
ideals I in OK. t/; is a Heeke character of type Ao for J{ of infinity type (1,0).
We denote the conductor of t/; by F; if we assume that the class number of J{ is
1, then we can write F = (f) for some number f in I<. In the following we fix
the choice of such a generator f. During's theorem states that the Hasse- Weil
zeta function L(s, E/Q) coincides with the Heeke L-function associated to the
character t/;:
Remark. Shimura's proof that the function L(s, E/Q) is automorphic consists
in examining the functional equations of L( s, t/;) and
L(s, v.x) := (211")-Sf(s) L t/;(I)X(NK/Q(I))NK/Q(I)-S
I
with primitive characters X of (7L/p7L) x for all rational primes p not deviding
the level M = DKNK/Q(F), where DK is the discriminant of I<, and applying
Weil's generalization of the converse theorem of Heeke (see [69], p. 203).
The main result of Coates and Wiles is the following.
Theorem. (Coates-Wiles) Suppose that the elliptic curve E has complex
multiplications by the ring of integers of an imaginary quadratic field I< with
class number 1, and that E is defined over J{ or Q. IfF is the field I< or Q and
the Mordell- Weil group E(F) has points of infinite order, then the Hasse- Weil
zeta function L(s, E/ F) vanishes at s = 1.
As for the proof, we note that the existence of a rational point P in E(Q)
implies that the fields obtained by adjoining a point Q in E(R) such that
1rn+lQ = P to the field Fn = J{(E7rn+l) provide an extension Fn(Q)/Fn which
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remains unramified outside pn, the unique prime ideal in Fn above p. By a
descent argument modeled on Iwasawa's theory of p-extensions it is then shown
that this could only happen if the component (U6/Co(x)) f; {O}. The criterion
recalled above then implies that the value
By varying the prime p subject to the conditions imposed for the validity of the
Kummer-Logarithm formula, and noting that L.1"(1, {;) = L(1, 1/;) = L(1, E/ F),
Coates and Wiles deduce that the last congruence holds for an infinite number
of primes p, a situation which can only occur if the actual value L(1, E / F) = O.
The requirement that the class number of the field K be 1 was subsequently
removed by Arthaud (see [22]), who also showed that the field F could be taken
to be an abelian extension of K satisfying a mild restriction.
Increased understanding of the structure of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture came from two other directions. On the one hand, Gross and Zagier
demonstrated how to use Heegner points to evaluate the derivative of the Hasse-
Weil zeta function at s = 1 and on the other hand the Work of Rubin and
Kolyvagin established for the first time that for a large class of elliptic curves
including those with complex multiplications, the Tate-Shafarevitch group ill
is finite. The latter work depended on the results of many people, but in one
essential way it was motivated by Thaine's discovery of a new way of generating
units in cyclotomic units while controlling the action of Galois, an idea which
he attributes to his close reading of certain paper of Kummer.
4. The Herbrand-Ribet Theorem (Construction of
Unramified Extensions)
The logarithmic and exponential functions playa fundamental role in the iso-
morphism between the multiplicative group of positive real numbers and the
additive group. One of Kummer's most important contributions to the solution
of Fermat's Last Theorem was his discovery that certain aspects of the problem
created by the lack of unique factorization in the ring 2( 0), a situation which
is inherently of a multiplicative nature, can be linearized by the introduction of
suitable logarithms. One is faced here with a manifestation of one of the most
rudimentary parts of class field theory as seen from the optic of the represen-
tation theory of groups in the simplest case, i.e. that of the algebraic group
GL(1) (see [71], vo!. III, p. 301).
Kummer developed his ideas in the 1857 memoir in which he proved his
irregularity criterion. The main idea behind his argument was based on the in-
teraction between two seemingly unrelated events: on the one hand he supposes
that in so far as p-th powers is concerned, the ideals in Q(case" )) behave as if
they were principal, and on the other hand, the divisibility otsome Bernoulli
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number would imply that some fundamental units in the ring LZ [cos( 2.- )] can-
not be p-th powers. Looking in retrospect, Kummer was constructing for the
first time unramified extensions of the cyclotomic field Q(¢I) by extracting
the p-th roots of certain units. We shall describe presently how these ideas
were transformed in the hands of Herbrand and Ribet, leading up to the work
of Wiles which involves the representation theory of the linear algebraic group
GL(2).
We let ( = {II be a fixed p-th root of unity, ( i- 1. Let C be the p-th Sylow
subgroup of the ideal class group of the ring of integers of Q((). Let LZp be the
ring of p-adic integers and LZ; its group of units. Since Gal (Q(()/Q) is cyclic
of order p - 1, there is a canonical cyclotomic character
x : Gal (Q(()/Q) -+ GL1(LZp),
defined by 9 . ( = (xCg), 9 E Gal (Q(()/Q). Since the Galois g oup acts as
a group of automorphisms of C, and since the latter has a natural structure
of LZp-module, we have a decomposition of C under the action of Gal (Q(()/Q)
into eigenspaces
where
C(X1-k) := {c E C : 9 . c = X(g)l-kc, for 9 E Gal (Q(()/Q)}.
Recall that the k-th Bernoulli number is defined by the series expansion
x oo xk
eX -1 := LBkkT'
k=O
Actually for Kummer's work it is more convenient to define the Bernoulli num-
bers Bk as those rational coefficients which appear in the expansion




whose values for x a primitive p-th root of unity are the so-called cyclotomic
units. Kummer's great insight was that divisibility properties of the Bernoulli
numbers in the range 1 < 211 < P - 1 manifested themselves in the existence of
fundamental units which were not p-th powers and therefore could be used to
construct unramified extensions of Q( (), which would in turn imply that some
component C(X1-k) in the eigenspace decomposition of the p-Sylow subgroup
of the class group would necessarily have to be non-trivial.
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In the wake of new conceptual advances in class field theory, and following
the work of Tagaki, Herbrand (1931) was able to simplify the demonstrations
of Kummer's results from his 1857 memoir and at the same time obtain more
precise statements. Herbrand was able to prove that if C(X1-k) -# {O} for an
even k in the range 1 < k < P - 1, then the numerator of the Bernoulli number
Bk would be divisible by p. Herbrand could also prove the converse on the
assumption that the class number of the field Q(cose;)) was not divisible
by p. Ribet (1976) was then able to show that in fact the latter improved
assumption could be .dispensed with. The Herbrand-Ribet theorem would then
say that for even k in the range 1 < k < P - 1
C(X1-k) -# {O} if and only if pi e;
Ribet's contribution was a significant one because it brought into the picture the
theory of modular and pointed out the importance of constructing unramified
extensions of Q(() by adjoining certain torsion points in the Jacobian variety of
the modular curves. In a subsequent chapter we analyse in detail Ribet's steps
leading up to his construction of unramified extensions. For the time being
suffices to say that the Herbrand-Ribet result can be stated in the following
suggestive way which hints at the role played by the theory of modular forms.
Recall that the Eisenstein series of weight k and level 1 are defined by
e, := ~: +f (Tk_l(n)qn,
n=l
where (Tk-1(n) is the sum of the (k - l)-th divisors of n. The Herbrand-Ribet
theorem can then be stated in the form: for even k in the range 1 < k < p - 1
we have
that is to say Ek is a unit in the ring of formal power series with coefficients in
z:.p in the indeterminate q.
To state the results of Wiles (see [17]), we first recall the definition of gen-
eralized Bernoulli number. Let 'If; be a Z.valued character and put
1p-1
B1,1/1 := - I:ljJ(a)a.
p a=l
It had been conjectured for some time that for any odd i, 1 < i < p - 1 the
order of the component C(Xi) was given by pn, where n = ordp(B1,x-1). It was
also known that if the even part of C was trivial, i.e. 67i evenC(Xi) = {O}, then
Stickel berger's theorem and the analytic class number formula would imply the
conjecture. Wiles, building up on the ideas of Ribet [48] and of Mazur [63] ,was
able to prove the following conditional result:
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Theorem. For i an odd integer in the range 1 < i < P - 1, if C(Xi) is cyclic,
then its order is
where n = ordp(B1,x-')'
Remark. In joint work with B. Mazur (see [18]), Wiles subsequently removed
the assumption of cyclicity in the above theorem.
It is not difficult to imagine, although the actual details as presented in
(Wiles [17]) are quite formidable, that as suggested by the statement of the
Herbrand-Ribet theorem given above, the group of modular units generated by
the Eisenstein series Ek in the closure of the ring ?Z.p[[q]] inside the function field
of the modular curve Xl (p) which parametrizes elliptic curves together with
points of order p would have some influence in the structure of the p-primary
part of the ideal class group of Q((). The approach taken by Wiles uses the
Kubert-Lang characterization of the p-Sylow subgroup of the Manin-Drienfeld
group inside the jacobian of Xl (p)/iQlgenerated by the cusps over the point at
infinity. The end result is the construction of a particular representation
p : Gal (Q/Q) ~ GL2(?Z./pn?Z.),
which satisfies the following properties:
(i) p is un ramified outside p,
(ii) p == (~i ;) (mod pn), where c: Gal(Q/Q)) ~ GL1(71..p) is the
cyclotomic character,
(iii) p (mod p) is not diagonalizable, i.e. its image contains a subgroup of
order pn, and
(iv) the restriction of pta Gal(Q((pn)/Q) is unramified at p, where (pn is
a primitive pn-th root of unity.
The integer n that appears above is defined as n = ordp(B1,x-1-i), where
B1,x-1-. :=p L B2((~))x(a)-1-i,
aE(Z/pZ)X /±l p
is the generalized Bernoulli number of order 2, and
2 1B2(x)=x -x+'6
is the second Bernoulli polynomial.
The results of Wiles described in this section concerning the structure of the
odd part of the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group C, together with those
of Mazur and Wiles, have made it clear that in order to understand some of the
questions suggested by Fermat's Last Theorem, and the related questions of
class field theory, one must also consider certain aspects of the representation
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theory of the algebraic group G £(2), a situation which is decidedly non-abelian.
These themes will reappear in the last section of this chapter in a more deci-
sive way, when we describe how another fundamental contribution by Ribet,
completing an insight by Serre which itself was suggested by work of Frey,
provided the 'first hints that the solution of Fermat's Last Theorem via the
Shimura- Taniyama- Weil conjecture was consistent with the expected over-all
structure of the theory of modular forms.
Part III: Technical Aspects
5. An Outline of Wiles' Proof
This section outlines the main technical steps, starting with Frey's observa-
tions, following up with Ribet's theorem, and leading up to Wiles' proof of the
Shimura- Taniyama- Weil conjecture for semi-stable elliptic curves.
5.1 The Frey-Hellegouarch Connection. Starting with a remark of Hel-
leguarch, Frey was lead to consider certain elliptic curves whose 2-division
points were related to possible solutions of Fermat's equation. More precisely,
he considers non-zero integers A, B, C which are relatively prime in pairs and
satisfy
A+B+C= O.
Three numbers Xl, X2, X3 are chosen so that
Xl - X2 = A, X2 - X3 = B, X3 - Xl = C.
The elliptic curve is easily seen to be independent of the choice of the Xi·
For applications to Fermat's equation the choice of interest is Xl = A, X2 =
0, X3 = -B. The corresponding elliptic curve is defined by the equation
EA,B,C : y2 = x(x - A)(x + B).
Note that a permutation o of {A, B, C} changes the curve EA,B,C at most by
a twist over the field Q( y'sgn (u) ). Frey obtained the following description of
the bad reduction of E:
Bad reduction at f :f; 2. Let f be an odd prime. It is obvious that if f divides
A or B, then x == 0 is a double zero of the cubic polynomial x(x-A)(x+B) over
the finite field 1Ft; similarly if f divides C, in which case A == -B (mod f), the
cubic polynomial will also have a double zero. Therefore the odd primes of bad
reduction are those which divide the product ABC. Furthermore, in this case
the singular point is a double point with distinct tangents and the reduction
is what one calls of multiplicative type. Following Tate's algorithm it is not
difficult to verify that the equation defining EA,B,C is already a Weierstrass
minimal model (see Tate [44]).
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Bad Reduction at f = 2. For the case that arises from applications to
Fermat's equation, we make the following assumption:
A == -1 (mod 4) and B == 0 (mod 32).
Carrying out the substitution x = 4X, y = 8Y + 4X, produces for E a new
equation with integer coefficients:
y2 XY = X3 B - A - 1X2 _ AB X+ + 4 16 .
Over the binary field JF 2 it reduces to one of the two equations
y2+XY=X3, y2+XY=X3+X2,
depending on whether A == 7 (mod 8) or A == 3 (mod 8). In both cases the
singular point (0,0) is a double point whose tangents are rational over JF 2 in
the first case and defined over a quadratic extension of IF2 in the second case.
The corresponding Weierstrass equation is TJ2 = e - (c4/48)~ - (c6/864),
where the associated invariants are
C4 = -(AB + AC + BC)
(B - A)(C - B)(A - C)
C6 = 2
~= (A~Cr
The fact that C4 and ~ do not have any factor in common, implies that the last
equation above is a minimal model for E and that E is a semi-stable elliptic
curve. i.e., E has good reduction at all primes f which do not divide ABC,
and bad reduction of multiplicative type at all the prime divisors of ABC (see
Tate [44]). The primes of bad reduction for a semi-stable elliptic curve occur




where rad(X) denotes the product of the prime numbers that divide X. (See
Weil [69], p. 156 (Case (II) with a = 1). The modular invariant j = is of the
elliptic curve E = EA,B,C is
jE = 28(C2 - AB)3 jA2 B2C2.
If f divides ABC, we see inmediately that
. { -2ordl(ABC)
ordl(JE) = -ordl(~) = 8 - 2ordl(ABC)
if f f. 2
if f = 2.
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Remark. If in the above calculations we do not assume that the triple
(A, B, C) or any of its cyclic permutations satisfy A == -1 (mod 4), and
B == 0 (mod 16), then the corresponding elliptic curve EA,B,C may still be
minimal but its reduction at the prime f = 2 will not be semi-stable. Many
such examples arise from Pythagorean triples. For instance the elliptic curve
y2 = x(x + 32)(x - 42) is semistable, and in fact isomorphic to the modular
curve Xo(15) which parametrizes elliptic curves with a cyclic group of order 15,
while the elliptic curve y2 = x(x + 42)(x - 32) is not semi-stable, i.e., modulo
f = 2 the curve has a cusp.
For the application to Fermat's equation we take an exponent p 2: 5 and a
triple of non-zero integers a, b, c which satisfy the equation
aP + bP + eP = 0,
and from it we manufacture a Frey elliptic curve with A = aP, B = bP:
E : y2 = x(x - aP)(x + bP),
where the a, b, c are ordered so that b is even and a is congruent to -1 (mod 4).
As we have indicated above, the discriminant of E is (a~~tand its conductor
is the product of the primes dividing abc.
The insight provided by Serre's conjecture ([20], 3.3.1?) t can be interpreted
as trying to reconcile two opposite events: on the one hand the assumption
that the exponent p 2: 5 implies by Mazur's theory of the Eisenstein ideal that
the mod p representation resulting from the action of Galois on the field of P:
division points is as large as it can possibly be (the full group of automorphisms
of E[P] is isomorphic to G L2 (IFp)) and hence highly non-abelian. On the other
hand, the miraculous shape of the modular invariant ie. which is almost a ~th
power, implies that the image of inertia I is semi-simple (see Serre [8], p. 277,
Corollaire, case b.); this in turn has the tendency to pull the representation
toward the abelian side, that is to say, the field of ~division points has a
structural similarity with the unramified ~extensions of the cyclotomic field
Q( 0). To actually carry out this comparison and obtain a contradiction
requires the input of two major results: The Ribet-Mazur Theorem, and Wiles'
proof of the Shimura- Taniyama- Weil conjecture for semi-stable elliptic curves.
In the following sections we describe how these results enter the picture.
5.2 The Shimura-Taniyama-Weil Conjecture. In section 3.1 we have
already described the Shimura- Taniyama- Weil conjecture. We want to add
here a few remarks concerning the significance of Wiles' most fundamental
theorem.
IA situation which to us is reminiscent of the "demostrationen mirabilem" as in Ob ser-
vatio Domini Petri de Fermat.
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Theorem. (A. Wiles) If E is a semi-stable elliptic curve defined over Q and
of conductor N, then its Hasse- Weil zeta function
, 1 1
L(8, 1l"E)= (21l")-Sf(s) II II----,----,---:-:-::-
1 - a(q)q-S 1 - a(p)p-s + pl+2s'
qlN ptN
is automorphic.
Recall that the coefficients aE(p) are defined as follows: if p does not divide
the conductor, then
Card E(IFp) = p + 1- aE(p),
where E(IFp) is the set of points on E defined over the finite field IFp, including
the point at infinity (00,00). For a prime q which divides the conductor N,
we put aE( q) = 1 if the double point has two tangents which are defined over
IFp, otherwise we set aE(q) = -1 if the tangents are defined over a quadratic
extension ofIFp. (See Weil [69] p. 171). If we expand the Euler products that
appear in the definition of L( S, 1l"E) we obtain a Dirichlet series
Note that the automorphic property of the L-function L(8, 1l"E)is equivalent to
the union of the following conditions:
• As a function of the complex variable s, L( s, 1l"E)represents an entire
function, which is bounded in vertical strips and satisfies the functional
equation
where WE = ±1.
• For all primitive characters X of conductor m taken from a finite subset
of the set {4, 3, 5, 7,11, ... } which is bounded by a polynomial in N,
each of the Dirichlet series
L(s,1l" Q9 X) = (21l")-Sf(s) f: aE(:~:(n),
n=l
initially defined only on a half-plane, has an analytic continuation to
an entire function of the complex variable s, bounded in vertical strips
and satisfying the functional equation
L(S,7rE Q9 X) = WE(m2 N)l-s :~~~ X(-N)L(2 - S,1l"EQ9 [1),
where g(X) is the Gaussian sum defined by
g(x) = L: x(x)e2 ..i~.
x mod m
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The above is essentially Weil's elaboration of Heeke's converse theorem. As
already stated by Weil in his fundamental paper (see [69], p. 172), The above
characterization together with important results of Shimura, implies not only
that the differential
CXJ
fE(Z)dq = L aE(n)qn
n=l
cuts an abelian subvariety on the Jacobian of the modular curve Xo(N), but
that it actually corresponds to an elliptic curve E' defined over Q which is
isogenous to the original elliptic curve E.
To say that L(s, E) is automorphic can also be interpreted as saying that
the Mellin Transform
CXJ
fE(Z) = L anqn, q = e2 .. ':
n=l
is a modular cusp form of weight 2 on the matrix group
ro(N) = {(; ~) E SL2(71) : c == 0 mod N} .
In other words h(z) satisfies the functional equation for (J" = (~ ~)E ro(N),
(
az+b) 2h cz + d = (cz + d) h(z).
It also guarantees that fE(Z) is an eigen form for all the Heeke operators. In
the following section we shall explain the meaning of this last condition.
5.3 The Heeke Ring T. The fundamental properties of the Heeke operators
and the associated Heeke rings which are needed for the wor k of Ribet and Wiles
depend on a careful study, first initiated by Mazur, of these operators from the
point of view of endomorphisms of the modular scheme over 7l. Building up
on the well known results of Deligne and Rapoport, and complementing these
with fundamental results due to Raynaud and Drienfield, Wiles and Mazur have
given a fairly complete exposition of the main properties of the Heeke operators
in the §5 of chapter 2. of their paper on Class fields of abelian extensions of
Q (See [18), p. 234). For the purpose of this introductory chapter we shall
fall back on a coarse description of the Hecke operators which is perhaps more
familiar from a classical point of view, as in Shimura's monograph Introduction
To The Arithmetic Theory of Automorphic Functions, and suffices for most
purposes. We shall follow closely the presentation given by Wiles in his paper
[17], §2.
Let r 1(N) be the group of matrices
{(~ ~) E SL2(71) : a == d == 1 (mod N), c == 0 (mod N)}.
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There is an affine curve Y1(N) /iQ1which is the coarse moduli scheme associated
to the functor
"isomorphism classes of elliptic curves with a point of order N".
The curve Y1(N) can be compactified by taking the normalization of the pro-
jective j-line p/iQ1 in the field of rational functions of Y1(N) corresponding to
the covering induced by the usual assignment (E,P) I--t j = ie. The resulting
projective non-singular curve Xl (N) /iQ1can be thought of as the coarse moduli
scheme associated to the functor
"isomorphism classes of generalized elliptic curves, together.
with a section everywhere of order N such that the subgroup
scheme it generates meets every irreducible component of each
geometric fibre".
In figurative terms which can be made quite precise what the above means is
that to Y1(N)/iQ1 one must add the cusps which in this case correspond to the
orbits in the quotient p1(Q)jf1(N) and to each such cusp one associates a
certain polygon which is to be thought of as a kind of generalized cubic curve
of arithmetic genus 1, together with a subgroup of order N in the non-singular
fiber which varies coherently as we run through all the cusps. Analogous to
the above situation, we have a non-singular curve X o( N) /iQ1which is defined as
above with the group I'o(N) instead of I'1 (N); in particular the corresponding
affine curve Yo(N)/iQ1 can be thought of as the coarse moduli scheme associated
to the functor
"isomorphism classes of elliptic curves with a cyclic subgroup of order N" .
Associated to Xo(N)/iQ1 and X1(N)/iQ1 there is a natural projection
7r : Xl (N)/iQ1 ----t Xo(N)/iQ1
which is obtained by mapping the pair (E, P) consisting of an elliptic curve
E and a point P of order N into the pair (E, eN), CN is the cyclic group
generated by P.
The Hecke operators can now be described as correspondences on Xl (N)/iQI'
The Heeke operator Tt for £ f N. Let £ be a prime which does not divide
N and let X1(N;£»/iQ1 be the curve constructed in the same way as X1(N)/iQ1
but with the group f1(N) replaced by the subgroup f1(N) n fo(£), so that
X1(N;£)/iQ1 can be interpreted as the coarse moduli scheme associated to the
functor whose points are isomorphism classes of triples (E, P, Ct), where E is
a generalized elliptic curve, P is a point of order N, and Ct is a subgroup of
order £. We have' a projection map
X1(N;£)/iQ11 7l"1 x 7r2
x, (N)/iQ1 x X1(N)/iQ1
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where the maps 71"1, 71"2 from Xl (N; £) IQ to Xl (N) IQ are given on points by
71"1 : (E, P, Cd t-> (E, P)
These projections give rise to a curve on the surface Xl (N) IQ XXI (N) IQ
which is to be thought of as a correspondence and which we denote by Ti.
As a correspondence which induces an endomorphism on the Jacobian variety
of Xl (N) IQ we can also describe Tl in terms of its action on the "points" as
follows:
For a prime £ which does not divide N, we set
Tl : (E, P) t-> 'L)E/B, (P + B)/B),
B
where B runs through all the subgroups of order £ in E.
The Heeke operator Tp for piN. For these a description can be given
similar to that above, but now using the curve X(P)/Q instead of X1(N,£).
These are the so-called Atkin-Lehner operators, and on a point (E, P) defined
over an algebraically closed field its action is
Up: (E,P) t-> 'L(E/Cp, image of Pin E/Cp) ,
cp
where Cp runs through all subgroups of order p in E which are not contained
in the subgroup of E generated by P.
Remark. For questions related to reduction modulo p, it is important to treat
separately the cases of a prime q which divides Nand q = p from that with
q # p. For a thorough discussion of this technical matter the reader should'
consult the paper of Wiles-Mazur ([18], p. 237).
The Diamond operator (a). For each element a E (7l./N7l.)x /(±1), which
we identify with the Galois group of the totally real field Q((p)+, we associate
the automorphism of the curve given by
(a) : (E,P) t-> (E,aP).
The Atkin Involution w(. For each ( E I-tp, the group of p-th roots of unity,
we define an involution w( of X1(N)/Q()+' For a point on X1(N)/Q defined
over Q(() we put
w( : (E, P) t-> (E/(P), PI),
where P' is the point on E / (P) which under the Weil pairing (P) x E / (P) ----+
ILp induced on the p-division points corresponds to the equation (P, PI) = (.
One verifies directly that w( = W(-l is defined over Q«()+.
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As correspondences on the Riemann surface X1(N)/c, which we view as
orbits of points z on the upper half plane H, the operators defined above have
the following description:
(a-
I 0)We let (J" a be a matrix in 5 L2 (71) such that CT a == ,0 a
then have
(mod p). We




(a) : z ~ (J"a(z),
w( : z ~ -l/pz for (= e2rri.
One last operator that we define is
U' -IUP = "'; pw(.
By viewing the Jacobian variety JI(N)/CQ of XI(N)/CQ as the Albanese variety,
i.e. as equivalence classes of formal sums of points, we can transport the
action of all of the operators defined above, except for w(, to the Jacobian
under the map I ~ I. to yield endomorphisms of h(N)/CQ. w( also induces
an endomorphism on h(N)/CQ(O+. Viewed as endomorph isms , the operators
defined above satisfy the following relations:
• {Tt,Up,U~,(a)} form a family of commuting operators for all f tN,
and for all a E (71/Nz)x /(±l).
• w( 0 (m) 0 w( = (m-I).
• (m) 0 w( = w(~.
• w(oTtow(=Tto(f-I).
We can also view the operators as acting on the space of weight 2 cusp forms
on r I(N). This leads to the following simple description of the Hecke operators
Tr, Up on the Fourier expansion of a cusp form I = 2::~=1 a(n)qn about the
cusp at infinity:
00 00
Ttl = L a(fn)qn + f L a(n)ln,
n=1 n=l
00
Upl = L a(np)qn.
n=l
Since the Jacobian Jo(N)/CQ of the curve Xo(N)/CQ is a subvariety of the Ja-
cobian h(N)/CQ of X1(N)/CQ, we can restrict the action of the endomorphism
Ti, Tp to endomorphisms of Ja (N) /Q. In the discussion that follows different
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types of Hecke rings will be used. The following one suffices for the discussion
of the Ribet-Mazur theorem.
Definition. Let N be a positive integer. Let T = TN be the ring generated
by the Hecke opersiors Tl, f. t N and the operators Up, piN acting on the space
of weight-2 cusp forms on fo(N).
We shall now describe the correspondence that exists between the eigenfunc-
tions of the Heeke operators and f.-adic representations of the absolute Galois
group. Let m be a maximal ideal of the Hecke ring T. Deligne and Serre have
proved the following result:
There is a unique semisimple representation
satisfying
for almost all primes r. The representation PJIl is unramified at all primes r
prime to mN, and the displayed relation holds for all such primes.
In the following we say that Pm is the representation of Gal (0/0.) attached
to m. We describe more precisely how one attaches a mod f. representation
of Gal (Q/Q) to mod f. modular forms which are eigenvectors for the Heeke
operators Tn. Let I:- be the space of weight-2 cusp forms on f o( N) whose
q-expansions about the cusp at infinity lie in ~[[q]]. Both T and I:- are free
Z-modules with the same rank equal to the genus 9 of the curve Xo(N). Let
IF be the residue class field Tim. The q-expansion map
I:- ----> z[[q]]
induces an injective map
I:- ®z IF ----> IF[[q]].
It can be verified that the bilinear pairing
(I:- ®z IF) X (T ®z IF) ----> IF
which sends the pair (I, T) to the coefficient of q in the q-expansion of fiT
induces an isomorphism of IF-vector spaces
I:- ®z IF ----> Homz(T, IF)
of dimension g.
Definition. Suppose that
is a continuous homomorphism, where IF is a finite field. Let f. be the char-
acteristic of IF. We say that the representation p is modular of level N if the
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for almost all prime numbers r.
We recall that a representation Gal (rfJjiQ) --+ GL2(IF) is said to be finite at
p if there is a finite flat IF-vector space scheme V over :E.p for which the resulting
representation of the decomposition group Dp = Gal (Qp/iQp) coincides with
the restriction of p to Dp. After these preparations we are ready to state the
Main Theorem of Ribet.
Theorem. Let
p: Gal(Q/iQ) --+ GL2(IF)
be a mod f modular representation of level M P, where p is not a prime dividing
M. Assume that p is finite at p. Then p is modular of level M provided that
at least one of the following two conditions holds:
(i) The prime f is not a divisor of M;
(ii) We do not have p == 1 (mod f).
Remark. The proof of the above theorem is given in Ribet [19]. It depends
on delicate arithmetic properties of the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence be-
tween certain types of cusp forms on the modular curve Xo(N) and cusp forms
on Shimura curves. A brief outline of the proof can be found in Oesterle's
Bourbaki Report [38]. On the basis of important results of Carayol, Diamond
has given a significant improvement of the above result which allows greater
flexibility on the primes that can divide the level (see [29]).
5.4 Shimura-Taniyama- Weil implies Fermat. In this subsection we de-
scribe how to use Ribet's theorem to deduce Fermat's Last Theorem from the
Shimura- Taniyama- Weil conjecture. We assume that (a, b, c) is a triple of non-
zero relatively prime integers which satisfy the Fermat equation
al + bl + cl = 0
with f 2: 5. If necessary, we may permute the (a, b, c) so that b is even and
a == 3 (mod 4), and the Frey curve
E : y2 = x(x _ al)(x + bl)
is semi-stable with bad reduction precisely at the primes that devide the prod-
uct abc. Let N be the conductor of E, and note that 2 divides N. Because
of Wiles' theorem concerning the Shimura- Taniyama- Weil conjecture for semi-
stable elliptic curves over iQ, there is a cusp eigen form f of weight 2 on fo(N),
with integral q-expansion coefficients, whose Mellin transform is the Hasse- Weil
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L-function of E over iQ. The maximal ideal of the Hecke ring associated to f
provides a mod f representation P of Gal (Q/iQ) which is realizable over the
Fl-vector space
v = E[f]
consisting of the f-division points on E. The assumption that f 2: 5 guarantees
that Gal Q/iQ) acts irreducibly on E[f], as is easily seen from Mazur's theory
of the Eisenstein ideal, that is to say reducibility would imply the existence
of a large torsion subgroup on E(iQ). Furthermore, since E is semistable, the
representation is finite at every prime p I- 2 which divides N. This is easily
seen from the Tate par ametriz ation. (Serre [8]).
Now the claim is that Ribet's Main Theorem implies that p is modular of
level 2. To see this we argue as follows. Suppose that N is divisible by f. Then
p is fini te and since f '$: 1 (mod f), p is seen to be modular of level N/ f. Taking
No = N / f in this case, and putting No = N if f does not divide N, we derive in
all cases that p is modular of level No which divides N and is prime to f. The
Main Theorem can now be applied inductively to eliminate all odd primes, and
obtain that p is of level 2. But this is clearly impossible because the modular
curve Xo(2) is of genus 0 and hence there are no cusp forms of weight 2 and
level 2.
5.5 Galois Representation on the Space of Inflection Points. Let E /iQ
be an elliptic curve, and let f be an odd prime. We let E[f] be the subgroup
of E(C) consisting of the f-division points, i. e., those points with f· P = O.
As a vector space over lFl, E[f] is of dimension 2, and with a suitable choice of
basis, we get a mod f representation
The kernel of this representation fixes a finite extension of iQ which we denote
by iQ(E[f]). The latter notation is justified by noting that the coordinates
of all the points in E[f] - 0 are algebraic numbers and their adjuntion to iQ
generate a finite extension. The existence of the Weil pairing shows that the
determinant of PE,l correspond to the cyclotomic character
e : Gal (Q/iQ) --> GL1(lFl)
which gives the action of Gal (Q/iQ) on the f-th roots of unity. In particu-
lar, t(Frobp) == p (mod f) for pI-f. Furthermore, if e denotes a complex
conjugation, then t(e) = -1, that is to say PE,l is an odd representation.
We will be particularly interested in the case when PE,l is absolutely irre-
ducible; this implies that its image is the full group GL2(lFl) of automorphisms
of E[f]. As indicated earlier, Serre ([20], p. 201) has shown that if E comes
from a Frey curve associated to a rational solution of Fermat's equation, then
PE,l is absolutely irreducible for f 2: 5. The case that plays a fundamental
role in Wiles' argument is f = 3 which is not covered by Serre's result. To
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circumvent this difficulty in his original proof, Wiles introduced a deformation
technique based on the well known diophantine properties of the icosahedral
equation X (5)/iQ>and on the Hilbert irreducibility theorem to show that if PE,3
is not absolutely irreducible, then there is an elliptic curve E'/Q, with isomor-
phic representations E[5] ~ E'[5] which has the properties that (i) the Galois
representation PE',3 has full image, (ii) E' has semistable representation at 5.
After verifying that E' is semistable at all primes p -I 5, Wiles applies his
main theorem to the curve E'. Thus E' will be modular and so will be the
mod 5 representation PE',S' This implies that PE,S is modular and hence by
another application of his theorem, Wiles proves the Shimura- Taniyama- Weil
conjecture for E.
For applications to Fermat's Last Theorem, N. Elkies has given a more
direct verification of the irreducibility condition that is needed to apply Wiles'
theorem to the Frey curves. The major drawback of Elkies reasoning is that
it only yields what is needed to prove Fermat's Last Theorem, but it cannot
be used to verify the full Shimura- Taniyama- Weil conjecture for all semistable
elliptic curves. The attractiveness of Elkies' idea is that it has the appearance
of a simple excercise in Galois theory.
Fix a prime p > 3. The results of Frey, Serre and Ribet imply that if
(A, B, C) are integers satisfying
(i) A + B + C = 0,
(ii) A,B,C each has the form 2T3smP with either r = 0, or r 2 4,
then the curve E : y2 = x(x + A)(x - B) cannot be modular. His argument
uses the idea that if H = image(PE,3) is properly contained in the octahedral
group G L2(IF 3), then either
(a) H is a 2-Sylow subgroup or is contained in a 2-Sylow subgroup, or
(b) it acts reducibly on E[3], and therefore E admits a rational 3-isogeny.
Elkies excludes the possibility (a) by noting that if the order of H is a power
of 2, then the j-invariant of E is a rational cube and this would imply that the
corresponding elliptic curve has Weierstrass model y2 = x4 + 1 of conductor
36 and admits complex multiplications and hence cannot be semistable. As for
the possibility (b), he shows that if E admits a 3-isogeny, then it is possible to
produce another elliptic curve of the Frey type for which H = image(PE,3) is
maximal and hence modular by Wiles' theorem.
On the assumption that the image of PE,3 is the full group GL2(IF3), one is
lead to consider one of its two complex octahedral representations
P : Gal (Q(E[3])/Q) ---+ GL2(C)·
We recall that the octahedral group is the 2-covering of the group of symmetries
of a regular octahedron and that it is generated by two elements t and r whose
images in the group of rotations correspond respectively to a rotation by 1200
about the midpoints of two opposite faces and an element of order 8 whose
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image is a rotation by 45° about the axis passing through two opposite vertices.
We may in fact take
t=(=~~) and r=(7 ~).
The mapping from GL2(1F3) to GL2(C) obtained by sending the generators to
rand t
(-1 1) (1 -1)-1 a I-+t, 1 1 I-+r,
provides the desired embedding GL2(1F3) '---+ GL2(~[yC2]).
The resulting 2-dimensional complex representation P has attached to it an
Artin L-function
1 1
L(s,p) = (27r)-'f(s) II 1- bE(q)q-' II -1--....,...bE-(:-p),.---P--.-+----,€(,......,p)-p----:-2::-.
qlNp pfNp
= (27r)-'f(s) ~ bE(n),
L...J n'n=l
where Np is the conductor of p.
By using base change theory on GL(2), Langlands and Thnnell have shown
that the Mellin transform of L(s, p)
00
9E(Z) = L bE(n)qn, q = e211"iz,
n=l
is a cusp form of weight Ion fo(Np) with nebentypus ten) = (-;.3), the Kro-
necker symbol associated with the quadratic extension Q(A). The latter
extension has a unique Eisenstein series associated with it
00




is a cusp form of weight 2 on fo(Np) which modulo 3 is an eigenform of all the
Hecke operators. A modification of the Serre-Deligne type (see [52], Theorem
6.7) will produce a cusp eigen form j whose coefficients can be thought as
lying in the ring of integers 0 of a finite extension K of Q3, with maximal ideal
A. The fundamental property of the eigen form j is that its associated t'-adic
representation
Pj,>. : Gal (Q/Q) ----+ GL2(Q3),
satisfies the congruence
trace Pj,>.(Frobp) = trace PE,3(Frobp) (mod A).
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In the following section we shall review how these congruences provide a means
of classifying all modular eigen forms whose reductions modulo 3 lead to the
same modular representation.
5.6 The Universal Modular Deformation. Let £ be an odd prime, let 0
denote the ring of integers of a finite extension K!rr:b, let A be its maximal
ideal and let IF = 0/ A be the residue field.
We consider the continuous representation
PE,l : Gal (Q/Q) -> GL2(IF),
and assume it has the following properties:
• PE,l is modular, i.e., it is the reduction modulo £ of some £-adic rep-
resentation associated to a modular form by Eichler-Shimura-Deligne
procedure.
• The restriction of PE,l to the group Gal (Q/Q( J( -1)U-1)/2£) is ab-
solutely irreducible.
• The restriction of PE,l to the decomposition group Dl = Gal (QdQl)
is either of the form
with 'l/Jl and 'l/J2 distinct characters with 'l/J2 unramified; or is induced
from a character X of the unramified quadratic extension of Ql whose
restriction to the inertia It group is the fundamental character of level
2, I, --+-+ IFl2 .
• Ifpf-£theneitherpE,lIIp~ (3 n,orPE,lllp~ G ~),orPE,lIDp
is absolutely irreducible and in the case PE,l IDp is absolutely reducible
it is assumed that p t= -1 (mod £).
By a deformation data we understand a quadruple 1) = {t, L, M, O} consistir..g
of
• An adjective t E { flat, ordinary}.
• A finite set of primes L which includes £ and all the primes where the
elliptic curve E has bad reduction.
• A subset M ofL-{£} with the understanding that at each of its primes
q, the restrictions to the decomposition groups Dq of both the mod £
representation PE,l or its parent representation on the Tate module
Tl(E) are prescribed once and for all.
• 0 is the ring of integers of a finite extension K /Ql which contains all
the eigenvalues of the modular lift 1constructed in the last section.
Let N(PE,l) be the i-free part of the conductor of PE,l· Suppose L = {qil and
let N(PE,l) = I1qt· with Si 2:: O. For each prime q let n(q) = dimlF',(E[£Yq)·
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Define integers
Mo = N(PE,i) II qn(q),
q~MU{i}
where T(PE,i) = 1 if PE,i is ordinary and T(PO) = 0 otherwise.
Let H be the subgroup of (71../ M7L)X generated by the i-Sylow subgroup of
(7L/q;i71.,)X for each qi E M as well as by (7L/qiZ)X for each q = qi E M for
which
PE,i IDq= (~l:J
for a suitable basis, with Xl, X2 unramified and with the product X1X2 = w,
the Teichmuller character and dimJ!',(E[ijIq) = 1.
Recall that the subgroup H ~ (7L/M7L)X acts on the modular curve Xl(M)
via the diamond operators ~ = {(a) : (a,M) = I}. We let XH(M) =
XH(M)/Q be the quotient Xl(M)/H. Let JH(M) be the Jacobian of XH(M).
We recall that we have Heeke operators ( correspondences):
Tp, for pf M, Uq, for q I M, and diamond operators (a), for (a,M) = 1.
The Hecke ring TH(M) is defined as the ring of endornorphisms of JH(M)
which is generated over 71.. by the Hecke operators
{Tp = Tp* for p f M, Uq = Uq* for q I M, (a) = (a)* for (a, M) = I}.
We now introduce the following Working Hypothesis:
Associated with PE,i there is a unique maximal ideal!!l ofT = TH(M) and
a continuous semisimple Galois representation P'Il,
, which satisfies
trace p'Il,(Frobp) = Tp, det p'Il,(Frobp) = (p)p
for each prime p t Mi, with the following properties:
(i) PE,i = Pm,
(ii) Up E m for pEE - {M U i},
(iii) Ui tI: m if PE,i is ordinary.
Remark. If if M (resp. i I M) we say that m is ordinary if Ti tI: m (resp.
u, tI: m).
We now define a Heeke ring Tv which depends on the deformation data V
attached to the mod i representation PE,i. It is defined differently, depending
on whether PE,i is flat at i or ordinary.
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Suppose we are in the flat case, i.e., V = { flat ,~, M, O}. We then put
Tv := TH(M)T!!c 0z, 0,
where TH(M)T!!c is the completion of TH(M) at m.
In the ordinary situation, the ring we want to define is a special case of
certain rings first introduces by Hida (see [6], or Berkeley Math. Congress talk
(1986» in his study of the relation between families of £-adic modular eigen
forms and continuous families of £-adic Galois representations. In the case
under consideration the maximal ideal m is ordinary, i. e. Ul f/:. m. For each
integer n ~ 1, let Tn = TH(Mo£n)T!!cn' where mn is the inverse image of m
under the natural maps Tn --> T n-l' For a suitable positive integer m, the
p-adic limit
r
exists and defines an idenpotent on the Heeke ring Tn which cuts out the nor-
malized ordinary eigenforms. With Hida, we define a 2-dimensional Noetherian
local Hecke ring by setting
eT H(Mo£OO)T!!c := lim eTH(Mor)!!:!.n·
In the ordinary case, that is to say when V = {ordinary, ~, M ,O}, we define
Tv = eTH(Mo£OO)T!!c 0z, O.
Remark. The idea of considering limits of Heeke operators seems to have
arisen first in the work of O. Atkin concerning Congruence Heeke Operators.
The deeper properties of these limits with respect to the concept of ordinary
modular forms were studied by many mathematicians among whom we only
mention Dwork and Serre. Dwork initiated the study of £-adic Banach space
properties of the operator Ul by imposing growth conditions on the coefficients
of modular forms and found a way to bound the number of unit zeros of the
Fredholm determinant associated to U1. In another direction, Serre's theory
of £-adic modular eigen forms and the finiteness properties of the associated
modulo £ Galois representations lead to a closer study of the interaction be-
tween Iwasawa's theory of cyclotomic extensions (via £-adic L-functions) and
the congruence properties between modular. This lead Hida to introduce the
rings we defined above in the ordinary case and to study their properties as
modules over the Iwasawa algebra A = IZd[T]], where T = lim(1 + Np) - 1. A
very interesting aspect of Hida's construction, which is not obvious from the
way we defined the Heeke rings above is that, as Shimura had observed first,
the study of the £-adic properties of modular forms of arbitrary integral weight
k can be reduced to weight 2.
In the next section we shall describe how these rings are related to Mazur's
universal deformation rings.
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5.7 The Universal Deformation Ring. Start with a modulo £ representa-
tion PE,f and consider deformation data V = {t, E, M, O} as in the previous
section. With Mazur ([62], p. 387) we consider continuous homomorphisms
where R is a complete Noetherian O-algebra with residue field IF'... One requires
that p should have the following properties:
(1) The composition of P with the map GL2(R) ----> GL2(lF>.) induced by
the residue map R ----> IF>. coincides with the starting representation
PE,f'
(2) P is unramified outside the set E.
(3) In keeping with the fact that PE,l arises from the reduction modulo £
of the £-adic representation of Gal (Q/Q) on the Tate module Tl(E),
we require that the representations P under consideration also have
the same type of behavior as the latter with respect to the restriction
to the decomposition group Dl, namely, P should be ordinary if E has
ordinary or multiplicative reduction at £ or that P should be flat (i.e. P
can be realized as a Dl-module arising from the action of Dl on the o-
points of some finite flat group scheme over Zl) if E has supersingular
reduction.
(4) det P should coincide with the composite map
under the structural map Zl '---+ 0 '---+ R.
f
Mazur calls the representations P which possess the properties described above,
deformations of PE,f of type E. Two such representations P, pi are naturally
identified if they are conjugate by an element of the congruence subgroup
ker(GL2(R) ----> GL2(lF>.)). The deformations of PE,l are then simply the
equivalence classes of such representations.
A fundamental theorem of Mazur in the ordinary case ([62], p. 400) and
of Ramakrishna ([40], p. 281) in the flat case, states that under the Working
Hypothesis of the irreducibility of PE,f there exists a universal deformation
associated with the deformation data V with the property that an arbitrary
deformation P : Gal (Q/Q) ----> GL2(R) of type V may be obtained from PV
by a unique homomorphism Rv ----> R.
In the following we refer to Rv as the universal deformation ring of type
V. It is also important to note here that the Working Hypothesis holds for the
representation p e.c-
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5.8 "Coronidis loco" § Putting together the results stated in the last two
sections, Wiles now obtains a canonical surjective map
<pv : Rv -----> Tv
which induces the representation P!!l introduced in the previous section. As
a generalization of some earlier result of Mazur and Tilouine in the ordinary
case, Wiles makes the fundamental observation that
<Pv is an isomorphism.
In the special case under consideration, which is of relevance to the proof of
Fermat's Last Theorem, this would imply that all deformations of PE,R. come
from modular deformations, and in particular, the £-adic representation on
the Tate module T{(E) is associated to a modular form hence establishing the
Shimura- Taniyama- Weil conjecture. Before he can reach this "high point",
Wiles must establish some very delicate properties of the ring Tv. This is the
most technical part of the whole proof and in its final stages it was achieved in
joint work with Richard Taylor (see [45]). We describe in this section some of
the key components of the proof leading up to Wiles' most important result
Theorem. With notations as above, the map
<Pv: Rv -----> Tv
is an isomorphism.
We recall first that Mazur had proved the fundamental property that the
rings of the type Tv have the ubiquitous property of being Gorenstein rings,
which gives us perfect pairings of O-modules
) : Tv x Tv -----> 0.
Let
11" = 11"'0 : Tv -----> 0
be the homomorphism associated to the modular lifting 1discussed in section
(5.5) and denote by 7r : 0 -----> Tv, the adjoint of 11" under the above pairing.
Define a principal ideal ("Iv\ofTv by putting
("Iv) = (1i-(I)).
Using the homomorphisms Rv ~ Tv .!..E... 0 we introduce two prime ideals
PR := ker (Rv -----> 0), PT := ker (Tv -----> 0).
The part of the main theorem which is needed for the proof of Fermat's Last
Theorem can be restated in the following form.
§See Weil's Basic Number Theory, p. 288, for the analogous and equally important case
arising with respect to the use of Dirichlet's class number formulas in the case of quadratic
number fields.
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Theorem. Suppose that the deformation data {t, 1:, M, O} associated to
PE,l is minimal, i.e., 1: = M U {f} and that PE,l is irreducible when restricted
to
Gal (Q(E[f])/Q ( J( -1)(l-1)/2f) .
Let K be the field of fractions of O. Then with notations as above we have:
(i) #Homo(rRlrh, KIO) = #(rT!rT2)2 . ct!#(OI1]v),
where Cl = #(OI(Ul- (f))) when PE,l is flat at f and detpE,l = wand
Cl = 1 when PE,l is ordinary.
(ii) Tv is a local complete intersection over O.
(iii) ¢: Rv --+ Tv is an isomorphism.
The proof of (i) depends on Wiles' interpretation of the group on the left hand
side of the equality as a Selmer group constructed from the symmetric square
Sym ' Pi,>.. of the representation associated to the weight 2 modular lifting of
PE,l' It is here that the local to global principles appear in a Galois cohomo-
logical setting and are controlled by the use of appropriate duality pairings.
The crucial reduction for (iii) is based on a criterion developed by Wiles
which can be used to verify when a surjective homomorphism between two
complete local Noetherian algebras, in which the target is assumed to be a
Gorenstein ring, is in fact an isomorphism. The main idea is to check that
the Zariski tangent spaces associated to certain prime ideals are isomorphic
and possess certain finiteness properties. Using certain ideas from the theory
of Fitting ideals and generalizing a result of Tate, Wiles verifies that these
properties hold if the target algebra is a local complete intersection. It is this
last property, as it applies to a (minimal) Heeke algebra that completes the
final argument. (See Wiles [47], chap. III and Appendix; Taylor-Wiles [45]).
5.9 The Fundamental Principles at Work. We began this chapter by de-
scribing how Euler discovered that the field Q(H), which is closely related to
the trisection of the circle, is intimately connected with Fermat's Last Theorem
for cubes. We ended the chapter by outlining Wiles' discovery that the solution
to Fermat's Last Theorem for all exponents is closely connected with the field
Q(E[3]), which arises from the bi-trisection of the torus. We now attempt in
general terms to explicate the principles that form the foundation of Wiles'
proof.
First and foremost is the Principle of Factorization. On a naive level we can
claim that the fundamental theorem of arithmetic for the ordinary integers,
or the lack of it in larger domains, has been a central theme in all the work
related to Fermat's problem, as is quite obvious in Kummer's work. At an
intermediary level, factorization plays a role in the construction of global ob-
jects like zeta an L-functions, which are build using Euler products out of local
data. This procedure opens up analytic possibilities for the study of arithmetic
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objects as in the work of Dirichlet, Riemann and Artin. At a much higher
level, where the objects of main study are representations arising from infinite
dimensional spaces of analytic functions, the principles based on factorization
form an important part of the theory. A simple example of this manifests itself
in the pivotal role that the Tychonoff theorem about products of locally com-
pact topological spaces plays in the construction of adels and ideles. A more
relevant example is the J acquet-Langlands theorem about the tensor product
decomposition of automorphic representations for GL(2), a result which un-
derlies some of the structural properties of the Heeke rings that appear in the
work of Wiles.
The second principle is Fermat's Method of Infinite Descent. Anyone who has
reviewed the factual evidence in favor of the validity of Fermat's claim prior
to the work of Wiles cannot fail to see the central role played by variations of
Fermat's method of infinite descent which are very close to its original inception,
as in the work of Kummer both in the regular and the irregular case. In
Wiles' approach, which evolved through the work of many mathematicians, the
method of infinite descent appears in a cohomological dressing first developed
by the Norwegian mathematician Selmer. Loosely speaking, Wiles' study of
certain Selmer groups allows him to control those cohomology classes which
are lifts from positive characteristic by including the latter within the family
of cohomology classes where the ramification is tame, i.e., whose reduction
modulo p is of "multiplicative type". This is an area which in the future will
continue to excercise a tight control on many problems of a diophantine nature.
It is the great merit of Fermat to have been the first to discover the original
idea.
A third item, which can be thought of as a close derivative of the first and
second ones is the Local to Global Principle. The possibility of constructing
global objects from local data, an abstraction which first arouse from Fermat's
use of congruences to solve diophantine problems, e.g. p = x2 + y2, or the
analysis of global objects by studying the properties of its local components,
e.g. Langlands' use of the Selberg trace formula in his base-change proof that
octahedral representations are automorphic, are just two examples of the role
played by this principle in modern number theory. A more concrete example
arises in the work of Kolyvagin and in the influence which it had in Wiles'
development of his ideas.
A fourth item is what one may loosely refer to as the Lefchetz Principle which
states that what happens in characteristic zero also happens in characteristic p.
It is difficult to pin down a concrete example of its occurrence in Wiles' proof.
In its favor we need only think carefully about the meaning and significance of
Serre's great insight that "modulo f representations that look modular actually
come from the reduction of modular representations". Indirectly we do observe
in Wiles' proof the effect that the representations of the groups AutE[f] c::::'
GL2(lFl) have; as is well known the latter theory is controlled by the finite
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subgroups of GL2(C), a situation which can be traced back (in a weak form)
to the rigidity of the symmetry groups of the regular solids. By itself this
is not a very profound observation; what is indeed surprising is the fact that
only for f = 2 or 3 do these groups admit complex irreducible representations of
dimension 2 whose behavior is very similar both in positive characteristic as well
as in characteristic O. For f > 3 these groups do not admit such representations,
even though here one has a very beautiful theorem of Lusztig which describes
the Brauer lift of their natural 2-dimensional representation to one over the
field tCk Also for f > 3 these groups have large families of representations (the
cuspidal ones) whose character values on the non-split classes do look as if they
were the eigen values Hecke operators, a tantalizing possibility which may force
us to admit in Serre's insight the presence of virtual representations, as in the
case of the Artin representation.
The singular role played by the group Aut E[3] and its associated Steinberg
representation
1 2 -(det " 0 Syrn )PE,3 : Gal (Q/Q) ---> gf2(lF'3)
is the only visible trace of the Lefchetz principle in the proof. We can only
speculate about the limitations that would have arisen, had Wiles not had the
prime f = 3 at his disposal.
The fifth and last principle that should be mentioned is relatively new and
stems from the original work of Mazur on the Eisenstein ideal, namely the
Gorenstein Property of Hecke Rings. Recall that a local Zralgebra R, free of
finite rank as a module over Zt is said to be a Gorenstein ring if and only if
its Zt-dual R* := Homg, (R, Zt) is free (of rank 1) as a module over R. Mazur
demonstrated the deep arithmetic significance of this property by deriving from
it a very useful multiplicity one theorem for representations that are realizable
on the torsion part of the Jacobian of modular curves. We are at present
very far from deriving precise results like Mazur's from the analytic versions
of the strong multiplicity one theorem for GL(n), even though conjecturally a
theory of motives does suggest strongly analogues of Mazur's results. Wiles'
'proof goes beyond this property and requires that in fact the completions' of
the Hecke rings at its proper maximal ideals be Local Complete Intersections.
The significance of this new property, together with the tools that Wiles has
created to deal with it, merits further closer scrutiny and will very likely be
part of the mathematical landscape which deals with diophantine problems.
Appendix: Announcements
1. June 23, 1993: Wiles announces his solution at the end of a three day
conference in Cambridge, England.
2. November 1993: Marilyn vos Savant's notorious book is published .... !
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3. Wiles' Fermat Status(Internet 12/4/93): "In view of the speculation
on the status of my work on the Taniyama-Shimura conjecture and
Fermat's Last Theorem I will give a brief account of the situation.
During the review process a number of problems emerged, most of
which have been resolved, but one in particular I have not yet settled.
The key reduction of (most cases of ) the Taniyama-Shimura conjec-
ture to the calculation of the Selmer group is correct. However the
final calculation of a precise upper bound for the Selmer group in the
semis table case ( of the symmetric square representation associated to
a modular form) is not yet complete as it stands. I believe I will be
able to finish this in the near future using the ideas explained in my
Cambridge lectures. The fact that a lot of work remains to be done on
the manuscript makes it still unsuitable for release as a preprint. In
my course in Princeton beginning in February I will give a full account
of this work". A. W.
4. October 24, 1994: Manuscripts by Wiles and by Taylor-Wiles are re-
leased.
5. May 1995: The articles by Wiles and Taylor are published in Annals
of Mathematics.
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